Introduction
Shape filters are connected morphological operators that have been used for filament enhancement in biomedical imaging. They interact with connected image regions rather than individual pixels, which can either be removed or retained unmodified. In this work we investigate their performance using a generalized notion of connectivity and we show that we can capture thin fragmented structures which are filtered out with existing techniques. Connected filters associated to clustering-based connectivity handle disconnected objects within a given neighborhood as clusters. The binary operator extracting clustered connected components is a connectivity opening defined as:
Clustering-Based Connectivity
where X is the input image and ψ is an increasing and extensive structural operator (certain dilations ψ d and closings ψ c ). ψ(X) is referred to as the connectivity mask. The properties of ψ and how Γ ψ x associates to a clustering-based connectivity class are discussed in [1] . Attribute filters apply a trivial opening/thinning Γ T on the output of a connectivity opening to reject connected components whose attribute measure Attr(C) is below a certain threshold λ. This binary criterion T is in the form of T (C) = (Attr(C) ≥ λ) and an attribute filter based on clustering connectivity is given by: The shape filter we employ computes the elongation measure of each object cluster. The criterion T is non-increasing thus the connected operator is a connected thinning Φ T,ψ rather than an opening (φ T,ψ (f ) in gray-scale [1] ).
Filament Enhancement
I(C) is the moment of inertia tensor and has a min for a sphere while increases rapidly with elongation. V (C) is the volume of the component C. Figure 2 shows a filtered CT angiogram based on standard connectivity and the structures failing the shape criterion. Though noise is removed successfully a number of vessel-like structures are also rejected because they appear fragmented at higher levels. To enhance these filamentous structures we use the same filter in association with clustering-based connectivity and we identify 5 critical parameters that affect its performance: (i) the type of clustering operator (dilations vs closings); (ii) the way attributes are calculated (on the clustered volume vs the connectivity mask); (iii) the size of the structuring element; (iv) the neighborhood of each voxel and (v) the attribute threshold. The last two are trivial.
Critical parameters
with Attr(Γ x (ψ(X))) ψ C3 ⇒ SE : 3 × 3 × 3 ψ C3 ⇒ SE : 5 × 5 × 5 
